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Recently, I had a unique opportunity to participate in an international treasure hunt 

that took my father Art Sprecher and me to rural Germany in search of ancestral 

stories.  While we were focused on my Dad’s side of the family and had 

successfully traced our roots back to the mid-18
th
 century, one clue that deserved 

our attention involved my mother, Thelma Raven Sprecher’s g-great grandfather, 

Ernst Raven Jr. (1804-1881). 

His life had been fairly well documented by family members and proved to be a 

source of pride to Raven descendants interested in genealogy.  Ernst Jr. learned his 

book binding trade from his father Ernst Sr. and had achieved a comfortable living 

in present day Germany working for the Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha when he 

decided to start a new life in the United States and sailed for America in 1838 with 

his family.  

After spending several years in Baltimore, Raven then relocated to Austin during 

the final years of the Republic of Texas.  He set up shop in the new capitol and by 

all accounts enjoyed a successful life as a book binder and even entertained Sam 

Houston in his home.  Ernst’s grandson George Raven moved to Bridgeport in 

1910 and there have been Ravens here ever since, 

Ernst Raven definitely loved the life he created in his adopted homeland, but never 

lost his affection for his former hometown of Gotha in central Germany.  He 

commissioned a stone monument that declared his fondness for the town that was 

thousands of miles from the Texas hill country.  In 1874 Ernst and his wife 

Auguste returned to Gotha to visit friends and see the Texas Stone as it was known 

locally.  

Adorned with the unmistakable lone star and the word Texas, the monument joined 

other stone monuments in a park just outside the town.  Fast forward to the 1930s 

when the Texas Stone mysteriously disappeared.  With the onset of WWII and the 

eventual destruction of Germany, not much thought was given to an obscure stone 

monument of unknown origin.  



 That is until 2006 when the Texas Stone was discovered in a Gotha resident’s 

back yard.  A local garden club took it upon themselves to learn the history of the 

monument and properly restore it to its approximate original site.  A Raven 

descendant living in the Austin area was contacted by the garden club and was 

notified of the group’s effort. 

 

The garden club sent a photo of the stone but there was no information on where 

the actual site was located.  The trail went cold until my Dad contacted a distant 

cousin who is a native German and lives close to Gotha.  Egon Sprecher and his 

wife Helga enthusiastically agreed to help us find the Texas Stone.  Through 

numerous phone calls, emails and sheer good luck, our cousins were successful in 

finding a local historian who agreed to show us where the monument stood. 

We subsequently met Reinhard Lange, who was a generous guide, and shared 

details that contradicted the generally accepted family version about the origin of 

the monument.  It was believed that Ernst Raven had the stone work made in Texas 

and shipped back to Germany.  Mr. Lange provided convincing evidence 

otherwise.  His research revealed that in all likelihood, the monument used local 

quarried material and was made in Germany and was consistent with other similar 

monuments located in the park.  

I guess the Raven family will need to reconcile this alternative account of the 

Texas Stone. This discrepancy however added to the thrill of actually finding a 

noteworthy piece of family history.  A trip to visit family roots was rewarding on 

so many levels and I would encourage anyone interested in their heritage to reach 

out and connect with others who share a common narrative. 

If you are ever in the neighborhood drop by and see the Texas stone.                    

50° 57’ 29.21” N     10° 40’14.82” E.  More info at www.ernstravenfamily.com. 

http://www.ernstravenfamily.com/




 



 

  

 

 

 

 


